1. Rah-Rah Raisin Roll
2. Juliette Gordon Get Low
3. Elevator Operator
4. Cookie Crawl
5. Trailblazer
6. Alice the Camel
7. Toffee Tastic Trek
8. Samoa Slide
9. Thank You Berry Muck
10. Potlatch Peak

Non registered spectators must stay in shaded area.

Camp Crooked Lane
6998 County Rd 40 | Mount Gilead, OH 43338
2020 Mini Mad Mud Challenge parking

- All will enter through the main entrance and exit through the ranger’s driveway.
- The yellow sign will block the road forcing one way traffic on each side.
- Only staff and volunteers who plan to stay the whole day should park by Winniker.
- Cones will block cars from driving passed the Wawinges parking lot during the event.
- The lot in front of Wawinges should be filled before the field starts to be filled.